F A M I LY
Hinged-arm awnings

CLASSIC – DESIGN – COMPACT
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Just
enjoy life !
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3
24 FRAME COLOURS
AT NO EXTRA CHARGE!
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The art of enjoying everyday life and the
freedom of living outdoors are a genuine
pleasure with a Lewens awning. Whether your
preference is for peace and relaxation, romantic
togetherness, the lively tempo of family life in the
fresh air or a barbecue with friends, outdoor living
under the awning is simply easier.

THE FAMILY SYSTEM
FAMILY hinged-arm awnings offer the ideal shading solution for patios and balconies.
With variable widths that are centimetre-accurate up to 700 cm (1950 cm when linked)
and a maximum drop of up to 400 cm, they can be used virtually anywhere. Lewens
awnings excel in terms of quality and are easy to install, with clean lines and a variety
of optional features.
The FAMILY series is the classic Lewens system with proven support tube technology,
boasting sturdy Lewens quality, easy operation and a range of installation options.
Choose your favourite model:
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FAMILY CLASSIC
The classic type in our FAMILY series. Its
hallmark is the characteristic valance.
Suitable for large areas with a max. width
of 700 cm and 400 cm drop.*
The optional Vario Valance offers variable
shade from the sun and privacy.
Read more on page 6.

FAMILY DESIGN
Adds a subtle hint of fashion. Its characteristic feature is the elegant designer front
profile.
Suitable for large areas with a max. width
of 700 cm and 400 cm drop.*
The XXL arms option permits a large drop
with particularly narrow awnings.
Read more on page 8.

FAMILY COMPACT
Combines the protective function of a
cassette awning with the proven support
tube technology of the FAMILY series. It
is characterised by its compact cassette
dimensions.
Suitable for medium-sized areas with a
max. width of 650 cm and 350 cm drop.*
Read more on page 10.

* Please refer to the technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions.
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A glorious summer morning – the sun is peeping around the corner, birdsong is in the air and
the scent of lawn and flowers mingles with a
fresh cof fee aroma. The perfect spot for a family
breakfast in the pleasant shade of the awning.
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Crumbs and mess permitted!
Our FAMILY CLASSIC awning exudes proven Lewens quality, optimum user-friendliness and a summery appearance with its characteristic valance. The choice is yours:
opt for the Open, Rain Cover or Encased type. For even greater comfort you can equip
your FAMILY CLASSIC with a range of interesting optional features:

◗

◗

Vario Valance
Variable shade from the sun and
privacy – the “roller blind” on the
awning.
LEWENS-Matik
Smooth pitch adjustment to take
account of the sun’s position.

◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

Radio remote control
Automatic weather monitoring *
LED lighting
Patio heater
Support legs

More details on page 12 onwards.

* Please refer to the technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for
the complete list of electronic accessories.

OPEN TYPE
On the basic FAMILY CLASSIC type, the
awning fabric roller is exposed or “open”.
Round end caps at the sides and the fabric
cover shell on the front of the fabric roller
give the awning a harmonious appearance.

RAIN COVER
TYPE

Family Classic – Open type

The protective cover on the family classic RAIN COVER type protects the awning when retracted against dust, rain and
other effects of the weather.

ENCASED
TYPE
Equipped with a protective cover and
back plate, the ENCASED model of the
FAMILY CL ASSIC provides secure allround protection for the fabric roller.
The side caps are of the same design as
for the RAIN COVER type.
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DESIGN
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Why take of f to distant climes? The canopied
patio as a stylish extension of the living room
is catching on everywhere. Top-class awnings,
outdoor furniture and all the time in the world
to travel without ever leaving home. Head for
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the patio, it’s holiday time!
Our FAMILY DESIGN adds a subtle hint of fashion and its designer front profile fits
perfectly into the garden image. Superior Lewens quality, ease of operation and attractive accessory features. The choice is yours: Open, Rain Cover or Encased type.
For even greater comfort you can equip your FAMILY DESIGN with interesting optional
features:

◗

XXL Arms
If only a small width is available for
the awning and yet a large drop is
required, XXL arms offer the perfect
solution. Can be supplied for: OPEN,
RAIN COVER and ENCASED types.

◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

Radio remote control
Automatic weather monitoring *
LED lighting
Patio heater
Support legs

More details on page 12 onwards.
* Please refer to the technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for
the complete list of electronic accessories.

The clear-cut design of the front profile
gives the FAMILY DESIGN its characteristic modern shape.

OPEN TYPE
On the basic FAMILY DESIGN type, the
awning fabric roller is exposed or “open”.
Round end caps at the sides and the fabric
cover shell on the front of the fabric roller
give the awning a harmonious appearance.

RAIN COVER
TYPE

Family Design – Rain Cover type

The protective cover on the FAMILY
DESIGN RAIN COVER type protects the
awning when retracted against dust, rain
and other effects of the weather.

ENCASED
TYPE
Equipped with a protective cover and
back plate, the ENCASED type of the
FAMILY DESIGN provides secure all-round
protection for the awning roller.
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Sometimes you get the feeling that time stands
still, that inside and outside are in perfect

… f i n a l l y,
t i m e to r ela x
pr oper ly !
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harmony – especially when you are enjoying
nature and the garden from the shade of your
awning and focusing on the important things
in life: reading novels, daydreaming and recharging your batteries.
The distinctive features of our FAMILY COMPACT are its superior quality, ease of operation and high value retention. Whether in cassette or semi-cassette form, its classic
design lends tranquillity to the home and creates a holiday mood.
For even greater comfort you can equip your FAMILY COMPACT with the following
optional features:

◗
◗
◗
◗
◗

Radio remote control

More details on page 12 onwards.

Automatic weather monitoring *
LED lighting
Patio heater
Support legs
* Please refer to the technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for
the complete list of electronic accessories.

The FAMILY COMPACT combines the protective function of a cassette awning with
the ease of installation of a support tube
awning.
This high-quality cassette awning fits
snugly against the wall and offers a high
degree of comfort and superb technical
features.

SEMICASSETTE
TYPE

Family Compact
Semi-cassette / Cassette type

The SEMI-CASSETTE type of the FAMILY
COMPACT is closed on three sides: the protective cover, base profile and close-fitting
front profile protect the awning fabric and
mechanism from dust, rain and the effects
of the weather when the awning is retracted.

CASSETTE
TYPE
Equipped with a unique protective casing for the awning roller, the FAMILY
COMPACT is transformed into a CASSETTE
that is closed on four sides, offering allround protection for the roller.
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OPTIONS
FAMILY DESIGN
XXL Arms
If only a small width is available for the
awning and yet a large drop is required,
the FAMILY DESIGN with its XXL arms
that overlap in two planes is the ideal
solution.
– Can be supplied for: Open, Rain
Cover and Encased types

FAMILY CLASSIC
Vario Valance
The Vario Valance offers variable shade
from the sun and privacy while retaining
the headroom below the awning.
– Delivered as standard with crank
operation and covered with acrylic
fabric
– Hanging heights: 150 and 200 cm
Features incurring an extra charge:
– Soltis 92 fabric
(Hanging height then approx. 160 cm)
– Vario Valance with radio control motor
(Only on awning with radio control
motor; hanging height then 150 cm
in acrylic and 160 cm in Soltis 92)
(Cannot be used in combination with patio heater
and/or Lewens-Matik.)
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Lewens-Matik
An additional gear mechanism enables
the awning pitch to be adjusted smoothly
from 5° to 52 ° to adapt it to the position
of the sun.
– Can be supplied for: Open, Rain
Cover and Encased types up to max.
600 cm width and max.
350 cm drop).
(Cannot be used in combination with lighting,
patio heater, Vario Valance and/or support legs.)
Please refer to technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for the complete list of electronic accessories.

OPTIONS
ALL MODELS
LED lighting
The LED spot bar provides suitable illumination and creates a pleasant ambience on
the patio or balcony.
– Includes transformer and 400 cm of
cable

The Vario Valance offers tailor-made shade
when the sun is low in the sky …

– Supplied in the awning frame colour
– Optional:
radio dimmer + hand-held transmitter
(Cannot be used in combination with Lewens-Matik.)

e.g. Family Compact

white (RAL 9010)

Patio heater
Provides cosy warmth under the awning,
even on chilly days.

titanium silver

– 2000 watts, tilt range 30 °, provides
uniform heating in a surrounding area
of up to 16 m2, instant heat emission
with no warm-up phase

… and after sundown the lighting strip
creates a party atmosphere!

– Optional:
radio dimmer + hand-held transmitter
(Cannot be used in combination with Vario Valance and/
or Lewens-Matik, with LED spot bar only wall-mounted)

Support legs
The awning can be optionally fitted with
support legs for greater stability and windresistance.

Bask in a cosy glow even on cool days with
the patio heater …

– height-adjustable from 180 to 300 cm
– incl. base plate and connector for
front profile
– leg and base plate in silver, connector
in frame colour

e.g.
Family
Design

(Cannot be used in combination with sun and wind
sensor and/or Lewens-Matik.)

Radio remote control, automatic weather monitoring

Sun and wind sensor

Wind
sensor

With support legs the awning can withstand light breezes too.

With the radio remote control, all radiocontrolled electrical components can be
conveniently operated using a single controller, eliminating annoying control cabling
on the wall. The sun and wind sensor
gauges the sun and wind – and the awning
is extended and retracted automatically!
LEWENS awnings are fitted with highquality Somfy power components.
Why get up?
The remote control is always to hand.
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MICRO 700

SIDE SCREEN AWNING
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The perfect complement to your FAMILY
awning:
The MICRO 700 side screen awning turns your
patio, balcony or loggia into your refuge. You
enjoy privacy and protection from the sun and
wind as well as a holiday atmosphere!
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◗
◗

Unit height: max. 250 cm *

◗
◗

Manual operation

◗

Frame colours:
as for FAMILY awnings

◗

Fabrics: acrylic and Soltis 92 from
our Lewens collection

Extension: max. 400 cm
(depending on height and fabric) *
Includes wall mounting bracket;
other brackets (posts) possible
(extra charge)

With a handle (position and number
optional) the MICRO 700 is easily extended and hooked onto the post. The
bottom castor permits easy movement.
– The awning shaft is fitted with an anti-kickback brake for safe, convenient
operation.
The fabric for the MICRO 700 can be perfectly coordinated to complement your
awning.
You can find further information in the
MICRO 700 individual brochure.
* Please refer to the technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions.

F A M I LY S Y S T E M
All FAMILY models are sturdy, long-lasting, quality awnings incorporating outstanding
technical features, the best materials and meticulous workmanship:

◗

Front profile with double hollow chamber and integral rain gutter

◗

40 x 40 x 2 mm console tube, galvanised and powder-coated

◗

Rust-resistant pins, Teflon-coated bearings, high-grade steel screws
Arm bracket, support tube and end cap

Central hinged arm joint
In the central hinged arm joints, a plastic
sheath prevents soiling and corrosion of
the double cable and extends its service
life. All double cables are lubricated for
improved running and reduced friction.
The hinge pins are manufactured from
rust-resistant high-grade steel.

Arm bracket
of high-strength aluminium alloy, upper
arm fork of forged aluminium.
The arm brackets of the FAMILY CLASSIC
and FAMILY DESIGN (top picture) are
matched to the contours of the fabric cover
shell. The arm brackets of the FAMILY
COMPACT (bottom picture) are additionally fitted with a support and high-impact
screw.

Front profile bracket

Arm hinges: uniform colour down to the
last detail

Front profile bracket
The front profile bracket connects the
arms securely to the front profile and permits easy adjustment of the angle.

Hinged arms
The extremely high spring tension of the
hinged arms guarantees a superbly taut sit
of the fabric and largely prevents the awning fabric from resting on the arm hinges.

Hinged arm, spring
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Front profile bracket and front profile

FITTING
FAMILY CLASSIC

182

182

200

200

200

Wall

182

OPEN type

Ceiling

Rafter

178

178

RAIN COVER type /
ENCASED type
(no pic.)

178

Option
Vario valance

200

200

260

FAMILY DESIGN

182

182

Ceiling

178

RAIN COVER type /
ENCASED type
(no pic.)

220

Rafter

178

Wall

178
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215

215

215

182

OPEN type

220

220

FAMILY COMPACT

200

200

200

200

200

Wall

200

SEMI-CASSETTE type

Ceiling

Rafter

200

200
200

Family Classic/Family Design – wall mounting

200

CASSETTE type

200

200

Family Classic/Family Design –
wall mounting
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Family Classic with sun and wind sensor –
wall mounting

Family Compact – wall mounting
Please refer to the technical data in the current Lewens price list
for possible dimensions and restrictions.

T E C H N I C A L D ATA
MODEL

FAMILY CLASSIC

FAMILY DESIGN

FAMILY COMPACT

TYPE

OPEN – RAIN COVER – ENCASED

OPEN – RAIN COVER – ENCASED

SEMI-CASSETTE – CASSETTE

Width 1 unit

– max. 650 cm (up to max. 400 cm arm length, with 2 arms)
– max. 700 cm (up to max. 350 cm arm length, with 3 arms)

max. 650 cm

NB: Other widths for Family Classic with Vario Valance!

Linked systems

from 701 cm system width
(with slit cover)

– Width 2 units
– Width 3 units

max. 1300 cm (linked system)
max. 1950 cm (linked system)

Drops
(possible
arm lengths)

150 / 200 / 250 / 300 / 350 / 400 cm
Special arm lengths possible
(extra charge)

from 651 cm system width
(with slit cover)

150 / 200 / 250 / 300 / 350 cm
Special arm lengths possible
(extra charge)

Centimetre-accurate manufacture in all intermediate widths!
Drive

Motor drive (electric motor),
crank drive (bevel gear) possible on request (reduced price)

Scope of supply,
attachment

incl. wall consoles for concrete
B25 C20/25 (for anchor bolts: FAZ II M12)

Frame colours

–
–
–
–

Awning fabrics

– branded acrylic, spun-dyed, ultra fade resistant
– branded polyester, spun-dyed (extra charge)
– Tenara quality sewing yarn

from the
LEWENS collection

17 RAL colours and 6 textured finishes to choose from (see LEWENS price list for colour chart)
natural silver: E6/EV 1 anodized; small components silver RAL 9006
special RAL (extra charge)
special colours and effect finishes on request

Valance

– supplied as standard
with valance
– standard height 20 cm

– supplied as standard
without valance
– valance possible (extra charge)
– XXL: always supplied with valance (height 27 cm)

– supplied as standard
without valance
– valance possible
(extra charge)

Options

1. Radio remote control / electric motor
with integral radio control
2. Sun / wind / rain monitoring
3. LED spot bar (not with 7.)
4. Patio heater

1. Radio remote control / electric motor
with integral radio control
2. Sun / wind / rain monitoring
3. LED spot bar
4. Patio heater (with 3. only wall-mounted)
5. Support legs

1. Radio remote control / electric motor
with integral radio control
2. Sun / wind / rain monitoring
3. LED spot bar
4. Patio heater (with 3. only wall-mounted)
5. Support legs

(not with 6. and/or 7., with 3. only wall-mounted)

5.
6.
–
–
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Support legs
Vario Valance (not with 4. and/or 7.)
for systems up to 600 x 350 cm
in 150 and 200 cm height (Vario
Valance in 200 cm valance height
can only be supplied with gear)
7. LEWENS-Matik (not with 3., 4., 5. and 6.)
– up to max. 600 cm width and
350 cm drop

Please refer to technical data in the current Lewens price list for possible dimensions and restrictions and for the complete list of electronic accessories.

CERTIFICATION
TÜV-approved quality and CE Standard: Look for the seal and the
mark that guarantee the technical safety of our products.
Branded goods from Germany: Lewens awnings are manufactured
and assembled in Germany – quality “made in Germany”!

FRAME COLOURS

AWNING FABRICS

Lewens offers a wide range of standard frame colours at
no extra charge for all awning models (exception: Economy):

STANDARD RAL
1015

Light ivory

3002

Carmine red

3003

Ruby red

3004

Purple red

5002

Ultramarine blue

5005

Signal blue

6005

Moss green

6009

Fir green

7016

Anthracite grey

7024

Graphite grey

8019

Grey brown

8077

Dark brown

Lewens awning fabrics have been created especially to provide
shade outdoors and are treated to make them water- and dirtrepellent. We make the awnings up using the latest sewing techniques for distortion-free seams and also ultrasonic bonding.
We have designed our manufacturing facility so that the awning
fabrics can be laid out entirely flat (not folded) for making up.

9001

Cream

Some of our quality features:

9006

White aluminium

◗

9007

Grey aluminium

Secure lockstitch used for making up, optionally also with
ultrasonically bonded seam (surcharge).

9010

Pure white

◗

9016

Traffic white

Awning and valance are produced from one piece
(identical repeat pattern)

◗

Seams on top and bottom and valance seam neatened
(clean completion)

◗
◗

Repeat-symmetrical completion left and right

STANDARD TEXTURED FINISHES

With more than 300 samples to choose from, the Lewens
collection offers you acrylic and polyester fabrics and also
air-permeable screen and Soltis woven fabrics across the
entire colour spectrum.

Textured finish RAL 7016 Anthracite grey, fine texture, matt
Textured finish RAL 9005 Jet black, fine texture, matt
Textured finish RAL 9007 Grey aluminium fine texture, matt
Textured finish SL 92 Terra / brown
Textured finish SL 93 Grey / marble
Textured finish SL 94 DB 703 fine texture

Use of Tenara ® quality sewing yarn (also for valances)

No matter which fabric you choose from the Lewens collection,
top-class fabrics, high-quality materials and a modern assembly
method will guarantee you many years of pleasure from your
awning.

NATUR AL SILVER
E6 / EV1

Silver anodized, small components silver RAL 9006 powder-coated

(Colour differences may result from the printing process.)

VALANCE STYLES
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No extra charge
on Family Classic

SPECIAL COLOURS
Special RAL
(please see current Lewens price list for
selection)

Special colours and
effect finishes:
– all non-listed RAL colours
– fine and coarse texture
– metallic finishes
– pearlescent/glimmer-effect finishes
- NCS colours

Extra charge

2
3

No extra charge
on Family Classic
Extra charge
always applies

On request

4

Extra charge
always applies

WE GUARANTEE
Advanced technology, high-quality materials and outstanding workmanship in
manufacturing guarantee that quality products from Lewens will give reliable
operation and pleasure for many years.
5-Year Guarantee

Beyond the implied warranty, Lewens offers an extraordinary long-term guarantee for
its sunshade systems via its specialist contractors:

◗

5-year guarantee on all parts of sunshade systems from Lewens

◗

2-year guarantee on motors, electric control systems and coatings
on awning frames

You can find details of the guarantee scope and services in the current Lewens price list.
Please ask your dealer for a copy.

LE W EN S

L. UST FOR LIFE

means being able to enjoy the summer outdoors without fear of sunburn,
well protected against the heat and glare. Lewens awnings don’t just provide
shade, they are capable of more: they help us to enjoy the best aspects of
summer.

I. NTELLIGENCE
G AR ANTIE

isn’t just in the head. Sometimes it is to be found elsewhere, in the technical
details and workmanship of high-quality Lewens awnings – so that you, the
user, can operate our products without any problems and can find a suitable
solution for any task.

F. REEDOM

always has something to do with freedom of choice. Whether it’s an awning
for a small balcony or large patio or solutions for your conservatory that you
need, Lewens specialist dealers provide professional advice and assembly.
They are also happy to help you choose the colours and fabrics – so that you
are entirely satisfied with every aspect of your awning!

E.ASY LIVING

is now more in demand than ever. Everyday life is stressful enough, the world
turns ever faster and the pace of news quickens. It’s good to have time to
unwind and be able to relax with family and friends. It is precisely for these
valuable occasions that we have created our awnings.

Your stockist will be happy to advise you:

Just
enjoy life !
www.lewens-markisen.de
Subject to technical alterations. Date: 03/2016

